FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
R. C. Costello & Assoc., Inc. (COSTELLO) launches new website to
celebrate their 16th anniversary in the process engineering business,
www.rccostello.com
REDONDO BEACH, CA – May 20, 2011. -- COSTELLO has launched its new information-based website, at
http://www.rccostello.com.

The dramatically redesigned site, created by the company's in-house design team, embodies the engineering
firm's forward–thinking vision and commitment to the growing needs of its clients and the world.

"We implemented our belief in using cutting-edge technology in all aspects of engineering with the availability
of new web technology. It was time for a comprehensive restructuring of the online window to COSTELLO's
services. It will greatly improve the experience of our clients as we move ahead into new realms of chemical
process engineering," said the company's president, Rocky Costello.

This launch lays the groundwork for a philosophy of ongoing evolution and expansion of www.rccostello.com
with new features and improvements such as:


Rich content provided by trusted sources from across the many chemistry and engineering platforms



Direct access to comprehensive engineering guides and tools



Streamlined internal searching and more intuitive navigation



Illustrative videos using multimedia to show how new and innovative technologies work



Interactive blogs to stay connected and get the latest news from the chemical engineering
community

The company's site welcomes clients with a clean uncluttered design, and features content centered on
COSTELLO's mission to inspire new and emerging technologies for chemical plant design, biofuels plant
design and process safety.

About COSTELLO
COSTELLO provides industry on a worldwide basis with quality chemical and environmental engineering
services, advanced and emerging process technologies, and regulatory compliance support that optimizes
client expenditures and manpower requirements. COSTELLO is also the West Coast representative for

ChemCad process simulation software.

We look forward to feedback from our clients and the opportunity to share exciting new developments to
come. Please continue to visit our site for updated information and to stay connected to the engineering
community.
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